Incorporating the ‘Theory of Planned Behavior’ into personalized healthcare behavior change research: a call to action
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The ‘Theory of Planned Behavior’ (TPB) has been tested and validated in the scientific literature across multiple disciplines and is arguably the most widely accepted theory among behavior change academics. Despite this widespread acceptability, the TPB has yet to be incorporated into personalized healthcare behavior change research. Several prominent personalized healthcare researchers suggest that personalizing healthcare recommendations have a positive impact on changes in lifestyle habits. However, research in this area has demonstrated conflicting findings. We provide a scientific and theoretical basis to support a proposed expansion of the TPB to include personalization, and call to action-personalized healthcare behavior change researchers to test this expansion. Specific recommendations for study design are included.
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The ‘Theory of Reasoned Action’, developed in the late 1960s, focused on attitudes and subjective norms as key predictors of human behavior. In 1991, Ajzen published a seminal text in Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes where he proposed an important expansion of Ajzen and Fishbein's ‘Theory of Reasoned Action’ [1]. He coined this new expanded theory, the 'Theory of Planned Behavior’ (TPB; see Figure 1) [1].

The TPB posits that there are three main factors contributing to one’s intention to perform a behavior, as well as the resulting actual behavior. These three independent factors include: attitudes, subjective norms and perceived behavioral control (Figure 1). The reasoned action approach (RAA) [3] further breaks down these main categories into more descriptive subcategories. Attitudes can be classified as either experiential attitudes or instrumental attitudes. The former refers to affective attitudes such as pleasant–unpleasant, whereas the latter refers to cognitive attitudes such as health–unhealthy [4]. Subjective norms refer to perceived social pressures to perform a behavior, as well as the individual’s weighting on the importance of the opinions of others, which leads to behavioral intention through social reward/punishment. This is referred to as the subcategory of injunctive norms. Descriptive norms is the second subcategory for this key construct, and simply refers to the perceived behaviors of others [4]. Perceived behavioral control refers to the perceived extent to which an individual has access to the appropriate resources and opportunities to perform a given behavior and comprises the subcategories of capacity and autonomy. Capacity refers to the perceived ease/difficulty of a given behavior, whereas autonomy refers to one’s perception of control over a given behavior [4]. An individual’s intention (motivation) to perform a behavior is central to the TPB and can be influenced by these three independent factors and six related subcategories [1,3,4]. Overall, the TPB/RAA identifies key proximal determinants of behavior change, which should be considered in intervention studies aimed toward assessing behavior change.

Ajzen’s work has been distinguished as having the highest scientific impact score of all Canadian and American social psychology research [5]. Meta-analyses have found that the TPB can be used to predict behaviors from
behavioral intention or perceived behavioral control with mean correlations ranging from 0.4 to 0.53 [6,7]. Meta-analyses have further found that attitudes, subjective norms and/or perceived behavioral control can be used to predict intentions with mean multiple correlations ranging from 0.59 to 0.66 [6–11]. Moreover, with the exception of autonomy, all subcategories of the RAA (outlined above) were found to be significant predictors of Behavioral intention in recently completed regression analyses [4]. Meta-analyses of the TPB in relation to specific health-related behaviors including alcohol consumption, diet, sexual health behaviors and treatment adherence in chronic illness have also been recently conducted [12–15]. Notably, the vast majority of these meta-analyses consistently demonstrated medium to large associations between the key constructs of the TPB and behavioral intention as well as actual behavior engagement, with the exception of treatment adherence in chronic illness whereby intention-behavior effect sizes were small [12–15]. While the TPB has proven to be a strong predictor of behavior change, and is widely used by behavior change researchers, it is clear that there are other factors contributing to behavior change that have not yet been identified and validated within the context of this theory.

With recent advances in personalized healthcare technology, there has been a considerable increase in research pertaining to personalization of healthcare information and recommendations. Personalized healthcare, for the purposes of this paper, refers to healthcare information and recommendations, based on an individual's blood work results and/or individual genetic profile. Several prominent researchers in the field of personalized healthcare suggest that individualizing lifestyle recommendations based on genetics or blood work could have a favorable impact on motivation (behavioral intention) and behavior change [16–18]. To date, changes in several behaviors have been studied in personalized healthcare research including alcohol, nutrition, physical activity, smoking and health-screening behaviors [16,19–23]. Despite the widespread validation and acceptance of the TPB among academics, the use of this theory in personalized healthcare research is lacking. Notably, a PubMed search of (["Theory of Planned Behavior" AND 'personaliz*' AND 'health']) OR (["Theory of Planned Behavior" AND 'personalis*' AND 'health']) OR (["Theory of Planned Behaviour" AND 'personaliz*' AND 'health']) OR (["Theory of Planned Behaviour" AND 'personalis*' AND 'health']), conducted in April 2017 yielded only two results, neither of which would be considered personalized healthcare research [24,25].

Based on the current state of knowledge pertaining to behavior change and personalized healthcare, this paper calls to action-personalized behavioral change (PHBC) researchers for the incorporation of the TPB into scientific research methods. Furthermore, this paper is the first of its kind to propose a potential expansion of the TPB, based on personalization. It is recommended that this expansion be tested in robust personalized healthcare research to determine if the TPB should be revised to incorporate personalization as a significant predictor of behavioral intention and actual behavior, alongside attitudes, subjective norms and perceived behavioral control. In particular, within the TPB, it is hypothesized that personalization will have a significant impact on attitudes and subjective norms (Figure 2).

**Figure 1.** The 'Theory of Planned Behavior'. Solid arrows indicate a direct relationship. The dashed arrow indicates a potential direct relationship, which warrants further investigation. Adapted with permission from [2].
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Figure 2. Personalization: a proposed expansion of the ‘Theory of Planned Behavior’. Solid arrows indicate a direct relationship. Dashed arrows indicate a potential direct relationship, which warrants further investigation. The present manuscript proposes ‘personalization’ as a potential future expansion of the ‘Theory of Planned Behavior’. Adapted with permission from [2].

Attitudes toward personalized healthcare

Prior to delving further into PHBC research conducted to date, it is important to understand the attitudes of healthcare professionals, students in post-secondary health programs and consumers toward personalized healthcare, as these individuals will largely affect the uptake and acceptability of personalized healthcare in society. Most studies assessing attitudes toward personalized healthcare have focused on personalization based on genotyping.

A recent randomized clinical trial found that consumers had favorable attitudes toward participating in genetic testing for personalized healthcare, and those who underwent genetic testing were more likely to recommend it to friends and family [26]. Another recent study found that ‘perceived personalization benefit’ played a larger role in consumers’ intention to utilize personalized nutrition services than ‘perceived personalization risk’ suggesting that attitudes toward personalized healthcare based on genetics were overall positive [27]. Additionally, a review article concluded that extensive research has demonstrated consumers’ keen interest to undergo genetic testing for personalized healthcare [28]. Given these findings, it is not surprising that significant economic growth of genetic testing has been predicted [29].

For healthcare professionals and students in health programs (many of whom will become healthcare professionals), attitudes have been variable with some expressing skepticism and others expressing more positive attitudes toward genetic testing [30–33]. Overall, the availability of genetic testing in clinical practice is growing rapidly [34]. With increasing uptake in clinical practice, the question of whether or not personalized healthcare impacts behavior change is an important one to consider and is proving to be a priority area of research, with at least four review articles published on this topic over the past year alone [35–38].

Current state of PHBC research

Over the past decade, there has been a considerable amount of research conducted examining the impact of providing personalized healthcare recommendations on motivation and behavior change. One of the largest projects currently underway is the ‘Food4Me’ project, which commenced its research activities in 2011. ‘Food4Me’ is a EU funded, large-scale research initiative, which aims to improve scientific knowledge pertaining to personalized healthcare, including motivation and behavior change resulting from the provision of personalized nutrition and physical activity recommendations [39]. We reviewed the 29 peer-reviewed publications posted on the ‘Food4Me’ website [40] and found eight unique articles pertaining to the impact of personalized nutrition and physical activity recommendations on one or more of the following components of the TPB: attitudes and behavior [27,41–46]. However, none of the eight manuscripts specifically referred to the TPB, therefore, it is possible that one or more components of the TPB were included unintentionally. No study from the ‘Food4Me’ project was designed based upon the TPB specifically.
Despite the lack of consideration of the TPB in the 'Food4Me' project and other personalized healthcare research projects assessing behavior change, several components of the TPB can be found within PHBC research methods. Of the 29 articles published on the 'Food4Me' website, five studies assessed attitudes related to genetic testing and personalized healthcare, which tended to be positive [27,42,44–46]. Three 'Food4Me' studies analyzed behavior change, and each article found no significant impact on behavior change with the provision of personalized healthcare reports and/or recommendations [41,43]. While these studies did not find an impact on behavior change, a recent randomized controlled trial (RCT) found significantly greater reductions in sodium intake when individuals were provided with personalized nutrition advice based on genetics, in comparison to those who were provided with population-based health recommendations [10]. Similarly, a study assessing changes in lifestyle following a genetic-based hypertension intervention also found significant changes in sodium intake among participants provided with DNA-based advice [47]. Furthermore, an RCT found that the provision of personalized nutrition advice enhances motivation (behavioral intention) to change lifestyle behaviors [16].

The inconsistent findings of PHBC research suggest that there are confounding factors influencing behavior change, which are not being considered in the scientific methods. This is likely due to the minimal use of validated theoretical underpinnings to inform study design. While the current body of knowledge appears to have unintentionally addressed one or more components of the TPB, a more comprehensive and intentional approach to the incorporation of the TPB in study design and methodology is required. This would allow for an improved understanding of the extent to which personalized healthcare recommendations, based on genetics and/or blood work, may affect behavioral intention and actual behavior performance. Studies assessing motivation and behavior change should include an analysis of attitudes, subjective norms, perceived behavioral control and actual behavioral control to determine how these factors may alter study outcomes.

**A call to action for PHBC research**

It is well known that nutrition, physical activity and wellness strategies can be used to improve health and well-being and decrease the risk for chronic disease but despite this knowledge, rates of obesity and chronic disease continue to climb [48]. Behavior change (or lack thereof) is a key contributor to the increasing rates of obesity and chronic disease despite our increased knowledge of methods to improve health through lifestyle modification [48]. As such, innovative strategies are needed to enhance both intention to change lifestyle habits as well as actual change in lifestyle habits, and personalized healthcare is garnering considerable attention as an innovative healthcare strategy to help combat current global health crises. This paper calls to action PHBC researchers to test the potential expansion of the TPB to include ‘personalization’ as a possible novel component of the TPB (Figure 2). We propose that personalization may have a significant impact on attitudes and normative beliefs and therefore has the potential to significantly influence behaviors.

In order to incorporate the TPB into personalized healthcare research, it is first important to understand the different components of the theory, including attention to key constructs such as behavioral beliefs, attitude toward the behavior, normative beliefs, subjective norms, control beliefs, perceived behavioral control, actual behavioral control, intention and behavior (Figure 1). In brief, in the TPB, behavioral beliefs are seen to influence attitudes, normative beliefs to influence subjective norms and control beliefs to influence perceived behavioral control. Attitudes, subjective norms and perceived behavioral control all have a significant impact on one’s behavioral intention and actual behavior. However, it is also important to note that factors influencing actual behavioral control, such as the social determinants of health [49], strongly predict behaviors regardless of attitudes and subjective norms. Describing each component of the TPB in detail is beyond the scope of this paper and has been accomplished elsewhere [1–3]. Several key resources and seminal texts provide a solid background for deepening understanding of the TPB [1–3].

We contend that this theoretical background could be translated into a more practical application to inform the development of assessment tools with theoretical and practical utility for research in the field. Instructions on completing a TPB questionnaire are available on the University of Massachusetts website [2]. This resource provides a step-by-step guideline to develop a TPB questionnaire, which includes defining the behavior, specifying the research population, formulating items for direct measures and administering a pilot questionnaire. Sample TPB questionnaires are also available on the website and can be used for guidance in the development of assessment tools to be used in the field [2]. Ajzen suggests that multiple regression or structural equation modeling analyses can be used to establish the extent to which attitudes, subjective norms and perceived behavioral control may have
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contributed to intentions. These methods of statistical analyses can also be used to determine the extent to which intentions and perceived behavioral control may have predicted actual behavior(s) [2].

To test the proposed addition of personalization within the TPB, we further advise that an assessment of attitudes toward genetic testing and/or blood work (depending on the method of personalization within the study) be included within the TPB questionnaire. Attitudes toward personalization can be measured on a Likert scale, similar to other questions on Ajzen’s sample TPB questionnaire [2]. Ideally, a randomized clinical intervention trial study design could be used for this research, whereby participants are randomly selected to either receive personalized healthcare advice or general population-based healthcare advice. While blinding typically enhances the quality of an RCT, for PHBC research blinding may actually diminish the quality of the results; knowing that one’s recommendations are based on their genetics or blood work could influence several aspects of the TPB including behavioral beliefs, attitudes, normative beliefs and subjective norms, thus impacting behavioral intention and behaviors. Therefore, we do not recommend the blinding of participants. Through the use of repeated measures analysis of variance (r-ANOVA) and multiple regression, comparisons can then be made within and between groups to determine the extent to which personalized healthcare advice may have impacted attitudes and subjective norms, and thus behavioral intention as well as actual behavior. To further enhance study design, consideration of the social determinants of health [49] could additionally be incorporated within the study questionnaire to determine if factors such as income, education level, housing and employment, for example, influenced perceived behavioral control and thus behavioral intention and actual behavior.

In addition to testing the proposed expansion of the TPB, several hypotheses could be tested in PHBC research, which incorporate the key constructs of the TPB. Perhaps receiving genetic testing or blood work results could lead to more positive attitudes toward a behavior such as exercising. This may translate into greater intentions to participate in physical activity and actual engagement in physical activity. Or rather, perhaps personalized healthcare only has a significant impact on behavior change in those with a baseline negative attitude toward the behavior of interest; personalized healthcare may significantly alter attitudes and thus lead to greater behavior change but only in those with baseline negative attitudes. These hypotheses have yet to be tested in PHBC research, and should be tested in future studies to advance our understanding of determinants of behavior change in relation to personalized healthcare.

Furthermore, it would be beneficial to conduct a systematic review of PHBC research with a focus on assessing how the (likely unintentional) incorporation of components of the TPB may have impacted the findings of studies conducted to date. While several reviews have been published on the topic of behavior change resulting from personalized healthcare, no review has evaluated studies within the context of the TPB [35–38]. Based on the information presented in this paper, it is evident that there is a need for researchers in the field of personalized healthcare and behavior change to incorporate the TPB into their work as a key theoretical underpinning of study design. Past research in other disciplines can be used to guide research methods [9,12–15].

Conclusion

The lack of consideration of validated theory in the design of studies assessing PHBC can have a significant impact on the results, as these studies fail to consider key factors that have been shown to affect behavior change. This paper calls to action PHBC researchers to incorporate the TPB in their methods in order to provide a more accurate and thorough assessment of whether or not personalized healthcare advice, based on genetics and/or blood work, has a significant impact on behavior change. This paper suggests that the next expansion of Ajzen’s TPB may be the addition of personalization (Figure 2). Future research should seek to test the addition of personalization within the TPB through robust research methods such as RCTs. This call to action is timely in light of the increased focus on innovative healthcare strategies to address the myriad of health concerns arising globally, whereby interventions facilitating behavior change could have a significant impact on global health.

Future perspective

Based on the current body of knowledge, in addition to the authors’ clinical and academic experience, we predict that testing the proposed expansion of the TPB will yield positive findings toward personalization of healthcare recommendations significantly impacting behavior change within some limits. While we predict that personalization will significantly influence behavior change, the ability to change one’s behavior must still remain within the individual’s actual and perceived behavioral control. In addition, we predict that the method of communicating genetic information will play into one’s likelihood of changing, whereby the use of gain-framed messages and actionable
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advice may have a more favorable impact on one’s likelihood of altering their lifestyle habits. Comprehension of the results of personalized healthcare testing and recommendations will also play into likelihood of behavior change. As an example, the results of a nutrigenomics test may inform an individual that they have an increased risk for cardiovascular disease, but by limiting caffeine intake this elevated risk could be reduced. This personalized genetic result and consequent gain-framed, actionable recommendation will likely alter one’s attitudes toward changing the behavior. If the individual was to inform their family and/or friends about the results of the genetic test, it is likely that they would feel pressure from their social circle to abide by the recommendation. While personalization of healthcare will likely impact attitudes and subjective norms, it is unlikely that it will be a strong enough force to impact perceived and actual behavioral control. If the pressures of work and home life do not allow for adequate sleep and lead to increased stress, one may continue to consume a high quantity of caffeine, regardless of their genetic test. Thus, perceived and actual behavioral controls remain unchanged. It is for this reason that Figure 2 depicts an influence of personalization on attitudes and subjective norms, but not perceived behavioral control. Considering the above-mentioned points, if the individual was sleeping adequately and consumed caffeine for the simple enjoyment of the taste of the caffeinated beverages, the results of the genetic test would likely motivate them to stop drinking caffeinated beverages.

It is further predicted based on clinical experience and our review of the literature that specific aspects of personalized healthcare interventions facilitate behavior change to a greater extent than others. For example, providing genetic testing through a trained healthcare professional rather than using direct-to-consumer methods will likely facilitate behavior change to a greater extent. Moreover, providing actionable recommendations rather than disease risk estimates is likely to result in greater behavior change. We posit that future research will be able to identify similar factors in PHBC research that have been shown to facilitate behavior change and will use this knowledge to design an algorithm for effective personalized healthcare results and recommendations. To our knowledge, this hypothesis has yet to be tested in scientific research.

Overall, we predict that personalization of healthcare will be added to the TPB as a key factor influencing attitudes and subjective norms and thus intention and behavior. Achieving behavior change when it comes to lifestyle habits is arguably one of the most challenging aspects of clinical practice. We further predict that the field of genetic testing will continue to grow as more robust PHBC research is conducted and published. These predictions stem from clinical and academic experience, our review of the literature and theoretical perspectives.

---

**Executive summary**

**The ‘Theory of Planned Behavior’**

* The ‘Theory of Planned Behavior’ (TPB) is a widely accepted and validated behavior change theory, which suggests that there are three main factors contributing to behavior change: attitudes, subjective norms and behavioral control (perceived and actual).

**Consideration of theory in personalized healthcare behavior change research**

* To date, consideration of theory (especially the TPB) is limited in personalized healthcare behavior change (PHBC) research.

* This lack of consideration of theory helps to explain the heterogeneity of current PHBC research findings.

**Predictions for the future**

* We predict that robust research will demonstrate that personalization will significantly influence behavior change and thus personalization will be added to the TPB.

* The impact of personalization on behavior change will be limited to a significant influence on attitudes and subjective norms.

**Call to action**

* This paper calls to action PHBC researchers to test the proposed expansion of the TPB to include personalization.

**Conclusion**

* Present research demonstrates a lack of consideration of theoretical underpinnings to inform study design, yet the results of several articles demonstrate that personalization is likely a key component to be added of behavior change theory.

* Future research should seek to inform study design using the TPB and determine the extent to which personalization influences key components of the TPB.
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